iQ 10 Charging Station

™

Charge, store and secure up to 10
iPad and Tablet devices.

Baskets by PC Locs make device deployments faster

Efficient USB charging. With up to 2.4 amps of power

and safer, so that Teachers and IT Administrators can

at each port, you can simultaneously charge 10 devices

focus on creating an engaging learning environment.

in approximately the same time as charging just one.

Wall or desk mounting. Transform any wall, desk or

Compatible. Universal design and functionality

bench into a secure space for charging mobile devices.

makes it compatible with all iPad models and most

The iQ 10 Charging Station is designed to be flexible

Tablets, with or without cases.1

and adapt to your surroundings.3

Secure. Keep your valuable device investments safe.

Lifetime warranty. Schools can be tough on

The combination of welded steel construction, the

Charging Stations. PC Locs products are built to last.2

mounting-kit and a hardened steel padlock, protects
your devices while they’re not in use.

It just makes life easier.
Designed to go where other Charging Stations can’t. Baskets by PC Locs allow you
to share and safely distribute the devices that are stored in the iQ 10 Charging Station,
between multiple classrooms. They also enable students to assist in the distribution of
devices, so teaching can happen faster. The Baskets are interchangeable with PC Locs
Carts that use the same Basket ecosystem, such as the iQ 20 Cart™.
Devices and cases. Baskets by PC Locs are designed to accommodate
Tablet devices with or without cases. Contact us for more details.
Easy cable management. PC Locs cable management has been
simplified so that you can wire an entire Charging Station in minutes.
Save time with set up and gain time using your iQ 10 Charging Station.
Secure charging. The externally accessible power outlet means that you
can charge your devices while they’re safely locked in the Charging Station.
Need syncing? iQ 10 Sync Charge Station available as well as the iQ 16 Sync Charge Box™, which is a
handheld unit that is designed to be carried to where syncing is required. Contact us for more details.

Specifications:
inches: 15.97(H) x 15.87(W) x 12.6(L)
mm: 406(H) x 403(W) x 320(L)
weight: 13.8 kg | 30.4 lbs
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Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 1 May not fit all devices with cases. Please check device compatibility. Contact us for more details.
2
Visit www.pclocs.com.au for details. 3 Check with a qualified builder for safe installation.

